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Abstract The topology of the trust network is important to
optimize its usage in the trust-aware applications. However,
since the users can join trust network ubiquitously, the structure of the highly dynamic trust network is still unknown.
This paper contributes to verify that the trust network is
the small-world network, and its small-world topology is
independent of its dynamics. This is achieved by verifying
the scale-freeness of five trust networks extracted from real
online sites. Using the small-world nature of the trust network, we optimize the rating prediction mechanism of the
conventional trust-aware recommender system. Experimental results clearly show that our proposed mechanism can
achieve the maximum accuracy and coverage with the minimum computation complexity for the rating predictions.
Keywords Trust · Trust networks · Small-world network ·
Recommender system
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havior within a specific context at a given time. It is a directional relationship from the trustor—the user that evaluates
its trust on the target user—to the trustee—the user that is
the target of the trust evaluation. Trust is transitive, so if A
trusts B and B trusts C, A will trust C to some extent. This
enables the trust propagations between users. Trust network
is therefore constructed: the users act as the nodes and their
trusts act as the edges.
The trust network has been widely used in many applications [1], such as the recommender systems [2, 3] and
the security mechanisms [4]. Despite its popularity, little is
known about its topology. This is because the trust network
is highly dynamic: a user can join at anytime by stating its
trust on any existing user. This irregular growth leads to the
complex structure of the trust network. In essence, the topology of the trust network is the important information to optimize its usage in the trust-aware applications, so it is essential to make clear its structure. Since some complex networks, such as the World Wide Web [5] and the e-mail network [6], have been verified to have the small-world topology, some works assume that the trust network also has the
small-world nature. These works include, for instance, the
trust-based security mechanism [7], the trust-based multiagent system [8] and the trust network modeling [9].
Though the existing works assume the small-worldness
of the trust network, no one has verified it. This work contributes to experimentally verifying that the dynamic trust
network is the small-world network: it is highly clustered
while has small average path length, and its small-worldness
is independent of its dynamics. This is achieved by employing a novel experimental methodology on five trust networks
extracted from real online communities. Specifically, instead
of examining the clustering coefficients and the average path
lengths on the experimental data respectively, as done by the
conventional small-world verification methodology, we ver-
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ify the small-worldness of the trust network via its scalefreeness. Based on the relationship between the small-world
network and the scale-free network as well as the basic properties of the scale-free network, our work shows that the
trust network continuously has the small-worldness however
it changes.
Many trust-aware applications could benefit from the
small-world topology of the trust network. This work
chooses the trust-aware recommender system (TARS) as
an example of such applications. We optimize the conventional TARS model by leveraging the small-worldness of the
trust network. Specifically, the values of the maximum trust
propagation distance, which is the most important parameter
of the conventional TARS model, are suggested for different sized TARS. The effectiveness of the optimized TARS
model is verified on three sets of large scale experimental
data with respect to the rating prediction accuracy, the coverage and the computational complexity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: in Sect. 2, we
introduce the trust network; in Sect. 3, we verify that the dynamic trust network has small-world topology; based on the
small-worldness of the trust network, we optimize the conventional TARS model in Sect. 4; the last section concludes
this paper.

2 Trust networks
In this section, we introduce some background knowledge
of the trust network.
The values of the trust can be measured in different ways
for the trust network: (1) Binary measurement: code 1 if the
trustor trusts the trustee and code 0 in other cases. (2) Ordinal measurement: code +1 if the trustor trusts the trustee,
code −1 if the trustor distrusts the trustee, and code 0 if the
trustor doesn’t care about the trustee. (3) Multiple-category
measurement: categorize the trust, such as Definite Trust,
Trust, Somewhat Trust, and No Trust, and score these categories, such as “1” type, “2” type etc. (4) Full-rank measurement: score the trust in a rank order from the strongest
to weakest. E.g., use a scale from 1 to −1—where 1 means
the trustor trusts the trustee, 0 means the trustor feels neutral about the trustee, and −1 means the trustor distrusts the
trustee. This measurement can illustrate the strength of trust
on a ratio level. The most popular trust measurement is the
binary measurement [27], and our work also evaluates trust
in binary values.
The data of the trust network, which is named as the trust
matrix in this paper, is the collection of all trust statements
between the nodes of the trust network. The trust matrix is a
square matrix since the users state trust on each other. Each
element of the trust matrix describes the trust between two
users. An example of the trust matrix is given in Table 1,
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Table 1 An example of the trust matrix which records the trusts between 4 users
Alice
Bob
Carol
David

Alice
⎡
0
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢
⎣ 0
1

Bob

Carol

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

David
⎤
0
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
1 ⎦
0

Fig. 1 The graph which
represents the trust network with
the trust matrix shown in Table 1

which records the trusts between 4 users using the binary
trust measurement. Since it is mentioned in [27] that the
users’ trusts on themselves do not influence the performance
of the trust network, the diagonal of the matrix is valued 0
in this work. The sum of the trust values in the row of a user
is its outdegree, which is the number of the edges pointing
from this user to others in the trust network. For instance,
the outdegree of Alice in Table 1 is 2, which is the sum of
Alice’s row in the trust matrix. The users with higher outdegrees are more likely to trust other users. The sum of the
trust values in the column of a user is its indegree, which
is the number of the edges pointing from other users to this
user in the trust network. For instance, the indegree of Alice in Table 1 is 1, which is the sum of Alice’s column in
the trust matrix. The users with higher indegrees tend to be
more reputable in the trust network.
Graphs can be used to represent the trust networks since
they are compact and systematic. Since the trust is asymmetrical, it is the directed graph that is suitable to represent the
trust network, where users are represented by nodes and the
trust is represented by drawing an arrow from the trustor to
the trustee. Due to the binary trust measurement used in this
work, the directed graph used to represent the trust network
is the binary graph. That is, an arrow pointing to a user represents that this user is trusted, while no arrow represents the
absence of trust. For example, Fig. 1 can be used to represent
the trust network with the trust matrix shown in Table 1.
The major approach to examine how a user is embedded
in the trust network is to measure its distance to others. If
A trusts B, A’s distance to B is one hop. If A trusts B, and
B trusts C (and A does not trust C), A’s distance to C is
two hops. In this work, the distance from the trustor to the
trustee is represented by the number of hops in the shortest
path from the trustor to the trustee. The trustor is more likely
to trust the trustees with shorter distances. If the distance is
too big, the trustee may hardly be trusted by the trustor—
even if the trustee is technically reachable.
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Fig. 2 The comparison between the regular network, the random network and the small-world network [15]

3 Experimental verifications on the small-worldness of
dynamic trust networks
The small-world network is a kind of network between
the regular network and the random network. The regular network is highly clustered yet has long distance between two randomly selected nodes. The random network
is not clustered yet has short distances between nodes. The
small-world network is defined as the network that has
large clustering coefficient and small average path length
[10]. The relationship between the regular network, the random network and the small-world network is summarized in
Fig. 2.
Using the experimental arguments is a very popular way
to verify the small-worldness of the networks [5, 11–15].
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no work theoretically proves the small-worldness of the practical networks.
We therefore experimentally verify the small-worldness of
the dynamic trust network using the data extracted from the
real online applications.
3.1 Experimental methodology
As shown in the definition of the small-world network, the
clustering coefficient and the average path length are the two
measures to evaluate the small-worldness. The conventional
method [5, 11–15] examines these two properties respectively. On one hand, it checks whether the clustering coefficient of the network is much larger than that of its corresponding random network. A network’s corresponding random network refers to the random network that has the same
number of nodes and same number of edges per node as this
network. On the other hand, it checks whether the average
path length of the network is almost as small as that of its
corresponding random network. If a network has both properties, the conventional method makes the conclusion that
this network is the small-world network.
Despite its popularity, the conventional method suffers
from the problem that it only reflects the small-worldness
of the network in a static status. This is because the data
used for the experimental verification are usually static for
the conventional method, i.e., they only reflect the status of
the network at one moment. So the conclusion made by the

Fig. 3 The relationship between the small-world network and the
scale-free network

conventional method on the small-worldness only shows the
structure of the network at a particular moment, i.e., the
moment that the experimental data were extracted. However, some networks, such as the trust network, are dynamically changing. Further verifications are needed to show the
small-worldness of the networks in dynamics.
To overcome the limitation of the conventional verification method, we verify the small-worldness of the dynamic
trust network via verifying its scale-freeness. The scale-free
network is a kind of network whose degree distribution decays as a power law [17]. It is one kind of small-world
network [16, 17]. Many large-scale complex networks are
scale-free [18]. The relationship between the small-world
network and the scale-free network is given in Fig. 3, in
which the broad-scale network is characterized by a degree
distribution that has a power law regime followed by a sharp
cutoff and the single-scale network is characterized by a degree distribution with a fast decaying tail [16].
The scale-freeness of a network ensures that this network
still has the scale-free structure in dynamics. This is because
the scale-free structure of such a network is independent of
its scale [19]. There are some highly connected nodes in the
scale-free network, dominating the connectivity. Unlike the
random networks, the probability with which a new node
connects to the existing nodes is not uniform in the scalefree network. There is a higher probability that it will be
linked to a node that already has a large number of connections [19]. This contributes to the network’s continuous
scale-freeness when the network changes.
Since the scale-free network is a kind of the small-world
network, if we can verify that the trust network is the scalefree network by the static network data, we can draw the
conclusion that the trust network is a small-world network.
Moreover, since the scale-freeness of the network is independent of its dynamics, we can further make the conclusion
that the dynamically changing trust network is a small-world
network. This verification method only uses the static trust
network data. Extra data that describe the status of the trust
networks in dynamics are not needed.
In addition to its ability in verifying the small-worldness
of the dynamic trust networks, verifying the scale-freeness
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is computationally less expensive. The conventional method
needs to calculate the clustering coefficient and the average path length of the trust network respectively. The clustering coefficient of a network is the mean of the clustering coefficient of each node, in which the clustering coefficient of a node is the fraction of the allowable edges
and the edges that actually exist between the neighbors
of this node [10]. To calculate the clustering coefficient,
the conventional method needs to make clear the connections between all pairs of nodes in each node’s neighborhood. The average path length is the number of edges in the
shortest path between two nodes, averaged over all pairs of
nodes [10]. To calculate the average path length, the conventional method needs to make clear the trust propagation distance between any two nodes of the trust networks.
However, to verify the scale-freeness of the trust network,
we only need to calculate the degree distributions of each
node. That is, we only need to know the direct trust between the nodes of the trust network, while we do not need
to know the trust propagation relationships between these
nodes.
3.2 Experimental setup
Five trust networks are used in this work to verify the smallworldness. These trust networks are extracted from five public released datasets respectively. These datasets are the
Epinions dataset, the Kaitiaki dataset, the Squeakfoundation
dataset, the Robots dataset and the Advogato dataset. They
are available at trustlet.org.1
The Epinions dataset has two kinds of data files: the rating matrix and the trust matrix. The rating matrix records the
users’ ratings on items. The trust matrix records the users’
trust on other users. The trustors assign the trust value 1 to
their trusted trustees and assign the trust value 0 to others.
We extract a trust network named Epinions from the Epinions dataset. Epinions consists of 49288 users and 487183
trust statements between these users. Its data are all stated
by users from November to December of 2003.
Except the Epinions dataset, all other datasets (Kaitiaki, Squeakfoundation, Robots and Advogato) only consist
of the trust matrix. We extract four trust networks named
as Kaitiaki, Squeakfoundation, Robots and Advogato from
their corresponding datasets respectively. Advogato consists
of 5412 users and 54012 trust statements between these
users. Its data are all stated by users on June 1, 2009. Its
trust statements are in several levels: Observer, Apprentice, Journeyer or Master [20]. Kaitiaki consists of 64 users
and 154 trust statements between these users. Its data are
all stated by users on September 1, 2008. Its trust statements are in four levels: Kaitiro, Te Hunga Manuhiri, Te
1 http://www.trustlet.org/wiki/Datasets.
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Table 2 Description of the trust networks used in this work
Number of nodes

Average degree

Advogato

5412

9.98

Epinions

49288

9.88

64

2.41

Kaitiaki
Robots

1646

2.1

461

5.85

Squeakfoundation

Hunga Käinga, Te Komiti Whakahaere. Squeakfoundation
consists of 461 users and 2697 trust statements between
these users. Its data are all stated by users on November 1, 2008. Its trust statements are in three levels: Apprentice, Journeyer, and Master. Robots consists of 1646
users and 3456 trust statements between these users. Its data
are all stated by users on March 1, 2009. Its trust statements are in three levels: Apprentice, Journeyer, and Master.
The characteristics of our explored trust networks are
summarized in Table 2. All users involved in these trust networks act as the trustors, the trustees or both. By analyzing
these trust networks, the following subsection is used to verify the small-worldness of the trust network.
3.3 Experimental results
We examine the degree distributions of the above trust networks to verify their small-worldness via the scale-freeness.
The trust is asymmetrical, i.e., if A trusts B, B does not
necessarily need to trust A. So the trust network is the directed network. We therefore distinguish the indegree distribution and the outdegree distribution of the trust networks.
We present the degree distributions of our explored five trust
networks in Figs. 4–8. Note that some parts of axes in the
figures are marked as 0(0.1). This is because the indegree
or outdegree of some nodes equals to 0, but 0 is not a valid
value for the logarithm. To show the degree distributions of
these nodes, we use 0.1 to approximately substitute 0 when
calculating the logarithm of the degrees.
It is clearly shown in the experimental results that the
nodes’ indegree distribution and outdegree distribution both
follow the power-law in each trust network. That is, the
degree distributions follow the rule P (k) ∼ k −γ , in which
P (k) is the probability that a randomly selected node has
exactly k edges, and γ is the power of the degree distributions. We further list the power of our explored trust
networks’ degree distributions in Table 3, in which γin
and γout represent the power of the indegree distribution
and the power of the outdegree distribution respectively
in Figs. 4–8. We therefore make the conclusion that the
trust networks are the scale-free networks according to the
definition of the scale-free networks. Based on the analy-
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Fig. 4 The indegree distribution and the outdegree distribution of Epinions. The lines have slopes (a) γin = 1.53, and (b) γout = 1.6

Fig. 5 The indegree distribution and the outdegree distribution of Advogato. The lines have slopes (a) γin = 1.29, and (b) γout = 1.28

Table 3 The indegree distribution and the outdegree distribution of
the trust networks with n nodes and k average degree
n

k

γin

γout

Advogato

5412

9.98

1.29

1.28

Epinions

49288

9.88

1.53

1.6

64

0.64

Kaitiaki
Robots
Squeakfoundation

2.41

0.92

1646

2.1

1.93

1.23

461

5.85

1.93

0.79

sis shown in Sect. 3.1, we make the further conclusion
that the dynamic trust networks are the small-world networks.

Since the trust networks have the small-world structure,
they have the common properties of the small-world networks: (1) the local neighborhood is preserved; and (2) the
diameter of the network, quantified by the average shortest
distance between two nodes, increases logarithmically with
the size of the networks [11]. The latter property suggests
that the trust networks are of finite dimensionality. In addition, this property also points out that it is possible to connect any two nodes of the trust network through just a few
trust propagations. This trust propagation distance is similar
to the average path length of the trust network’s corresponding random network, which could be easily figured out since
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Fig. 6 The indegree distribution and the outdegree distribution of Robots. The lines have slopes (a) γin = 1.93, and (b) γout = 1.23

Fig. 7 The indegree distribution and the outdegree distribution of Squeakfoundation. The lines have slopes (a) γin = 1.93, and (b) γout = 0.79

it only relates to the size and the average degree of the trust
network [10]:
L ≈ LR =

ln(n)
,
ln(k)

example of such trust-aware applications, and analyze how
the small-worldness of the trust network optimizes TARS in
details.

(1)

where L represents the trust propagation distance between
two randomly selected nodes of the trust network, LR represents the average path length of the trust network’s corresponding random network, n represents the size of the trust
network, and k represents the average degree of the trust network.
Using these small-world related properties, it is possible
to optimize various trust-aware applications. In this work,
we use the trust-aware recommender system as a concrete

4 Optimizing TARS using small-world properties of
trust networks
The trust-aware recommender system (TARS) is the recommender system that suggests the worthwhile information
to the users on the basis of trust. TARS has recently been
proposed for use since it is able to solve the well-known
data sparseness problem of the classical collaborative filtering (CF) [3]. Moreover, the rating prediction accuracy of
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Fig. 8 The indegree distribution and the outdegree distribution of Kaitiaki. The lines have slopes (a) γin = 0.92, and (b) γout = 0.64

TARS is no worse than the classical CF [25]. Using our verified small-worldness of the trust network, we show how the
small-world properties contribute to optimize the conventional TARS model in this section.

Table 4 Rating prediction mechanism of the conventional TARS
model
Input: T (trust matrix), R (rating matrix)
Parameter: a (active user), i (item), dmax (the maximum trust
propagation distance)

4.1 Conventional TARS model

Output: pa,i (a’s predicted rating on i)

A number of researchers [2, 3, 21–23] have proposed their
TARS models. Among these works, the TARS model proposed by Massa and Avesani [3, 24–26] is the most popular
one. Due to its popularity, their TARS model is used as the
basis of analysis in this research. The conventional TARS
model specifically refers to their model in this work. The
architecture of TARS is shown in Fig. 9. The inputs are the
trust matrix and the rating matrix. The output of TARS is the
predicted ratings on the items for different users. The rating
prediction mechanism of the conventional TARS model is
described in Table 4. It consists of three phases:
The first phase is the recommender searching. In this
phase, the conventional TARS model searches all valid recommenders based on the active user’s trust propagation distances to the recommenders. A recommender is valid if (1)
there is at least one path from the active user to the recommender in the trust network, and (2) the trust propagation distance from the active user to the recommender
is no longer than the maximum trust propagation distance
(MTPD).
The second phase is the recommender weighting. In this
phase, each valid recommender is weighted based on the relationship between the active user’s trust propagation distance to the recommender and MTPD:
wa,u =

dmax − da,u + 1
,
dmax

(2)

Phase 1: Recommender searching.
Phase 2: Recommender weighting.
Phase 3: Rating calculation.

in which wa,u is the weight of the recommender u with respect to the active user a, dmax is MTPD, and da,u is the trust
propagation distance from a to u.
The third phase is the rating calculation. In this phase, the
conventional TARS model predicts the rating by aggregating
the recommendations given by the valid recommenders, in
which each recommendation is weighted with respect to the
weight of the recommender:
k
pa,i = ra +

u=1 wa,u (ru,i − ru )
,
k
u=1 wa,u

(3)

in which pa,i is the predicted rating on the item i for the
active user a, ra is the active user’s average rating on the
rated items, ru is the recommender’s average rating on the
rated items, ru,i is the recommender u’s recommendation on
the item i, and k is the number of valid recommenders.
4.2 Optimized TARS model
Though the conventional TARS model has high rating prediction accuracy and high rating prediction coverage [25], it
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Fig. 9 The architecture of the
trust-aware recommender
system [3]

suffers from the problem that it is not optimized: its computational complexity can be exponentially more expensive by achieving similar rating predication accuracy and
rating prediction coverage, and its rating prediction coverage can be significantly worse by achieving similar rating
predication accuracy. This is because the value of MTPD,
which is the fundamental parameter of TARS, is not decided for the conventional TARS model. In the rating prediction mechanism of the conventional TARS model, MTPD
decides (1) whether the recommendations are valid for the
rating prediction, and (2) the weights of the valid recommendations. However, the conventional TARS model just
randomly chooses some values for this extremely important
parameter [3]. In essence, setting an appropriate value of
MTPD for TARS is necessary, because TARS requires more
computational efforts by setting a greater value of MTPD,
and TARS might lose some valuable recommendations by
setting a smaller value of MTPD.
Using our verified small-worldness of the trust network,
we optimize the conventional TARS model by setting appropriate value of MTPD for different sized TARS. Though it is
hard to predict the value of MTPD from a randomly selected
active user to a randomly selected recommender, based on
the small-world nature of the trust network, it is easy to get
the approximate average trust propagation distance between
two randomly selected users of the trust network in TARS.
It is similar to the average path length of this trust network’s
corresponding random network. We only need to know the
size and the average degrees of the trust network. Intuitively,
the optimized value of MTPD should have some relationship with the average path length of the trust network. And
since the value of MTPD is unknown and the average path
length of the trust network is the only available information about the distance between two users, we heuristically
choose the average path length of the trust network as the
value of MTPD to optimize the conventional TARS model.
That is, we calculate LR  as the value of MTPD for the rating prediction mechanism shown in Table 4, in which LR 
is the ceiling of the average path length of this trust network’s corresponding random network, and LR is calculated
by (1):
dmax = LR  =

ln(n)
.
ln(k)

(4)

We examine the performance of the optimized TARS model
on the data of the Epinions dataset. Data from other datasets
used in Sect. 3 is not used to simulate TARS. This is because these datasets only have the trust matrices while the
inputs of TARS need the trust matrix and the rating matrix
simultaneously. The Epinions dataset is the only public released dataset for TARS when this work began. Since the
conventional TARS model also uses this dataset, we use the
Epinions dataset for better comparison with the conventional
TARS model.
To provide more evidence on the effectiveness of the optimized TARS model with a single dataset, we extracted
three sets of data from the Epinions dataset based on the
timestamp of the trust statements and the ratings. These
three sets of data are named as Epinions_1, Epinions_2 and
Epinions_3 respectively. Each set of data consists of both
the trust data and the rating data. Epinions_1 records trust
statements and ratings stated by users in January 2001. Its
trust data consists of 45275 users and 461064 trust statements. Its rating data consists of 31019 users’ 8632163 ratings on 551392 items. Epinions_2 records trust statements
and ratings stated by the users in the year 2002, from January to December. Its trust data consists of 4389 users and
37843 trust statements. Its rating data consists of 2275 users’
740422 ratings on 36144 items. Epinions_3 records trust
statements and ratings stated by the users in November and
December of 2003. Its trust data is the same as Epinions
used in section 3. It consists of 49288 users and 487183
trust statements. The rating data of Epinions_3 consists of
20157 users’ 664061 ratings on 139633 items. Both Epinions_1 and Epinions_2 are extracted from the “extended
epinions dataset”.2 Epinions_3 is extracted from the “epinions dataset”.3 We use Table 5 to summarize these three sets
of experimental data. Note that not all users in the trust data
are involved in the rating data. This is because some users
of the trust network may not give any ratings on the items.
E.g. only around 40% users in the trust data of Epinions_3
are involved in the rating data.
Using Epinions_1, Epinions_2 and Epinions_3, we predict ratings on the rated items of each rating data. Since the
2 http://www.trustlet.org/wiki/Extended_Epinions_dataset.
3 http://www.trustlet.org/wiki/Downloaded_Epinions_dataset.
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Table 5 The description of the TARS experimental data
Num of users
Epinions_1

Epinions_2

Epinions_3

Num of items

Num of trusts

Num of ratings

Trust Matrix

45275

–

461064

–

Rating Matrix

31019

551392

–

8632163

Trust Matrix

4389

Rating Matrix

2275

–

Trust Matrix

49288

–

487183

Rating Matrix

20157

139633

–

scale of each rating data is huge, it is very effort-consuming
to predict ratings on all the rated items. We therefore randomly select 5% of the rating records from each rating
data as the object of the prediction. That is, we predict
around 400,000 ratings for Epinions_1, around 30,000 ratings for Epinions_2, and around 30,000 ratings for Epinions_3. The MTPD of our proposed rating prediction algorithm is calculated based on the properties of each trust netln(45275)
 = 4.62 =
work: for Epinions_1, dmax =  ln(461064/45275)
ln(4389)
5; for Epinions_2, dmax =  ln(37843/4389)
 = 3.9 =
ln(49288)
Epinions_3, dmax =  ln(487183/49288)  = 4.72 = 5.

37843

36144

4, for

The effectiveness of the optimized TARS model is
checked on three aspects: the rating prediction accuracy, the
coverage and the computational complexity. The rating prediction accuracy of TARS is measured by the error of the
predicted ratings. Specifically, we calculate the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The coverage of TARS is measured
by both the rating coverage and the recommender coverage.
The rating coverage is the portion of items that TARS is able
to predict, i.e., the portion of items that the active user can
get at least one recommendation. The recommender coverage is the portion of recommenders that could be involved
in TARS.
By predicting the rating on each rated item of Epinions_1, Epinions_2 and Epinions_3, we report the MAE,
the rating coverage and the recommender coverage of TARS
with respect to different values of MTPD in Tables 6, 7 and
8 respectively, in which the bold ones are the MAE and
coverage calculated by using the optimized TARS model.
Since the conventional TARS model does not propose any
mechanism to set the value of MTPD, its MAE and coverage could be any value in the tables. In addition, the computational complexity of constructing the trust network for
TARS is O(k dmax ), in which k is the average degree of the
trust network, and dmax is the value of MTPD. The simulation results clearly show that: though setting the value of
MTPD smaller than our suggested value is computational
less expensive, the accuracy and the coverage of TARS are
worse, especially the recommender coverage; while setting
the value of MTPD greater than our suggested value leads

–

–

740422
–
664061

Table 6 The MAE of TARS with respect to different values of MTPD,
in which the bold ones are those by using our proposed method
Epinions_1

Epinions_2

Epinions _3

dmax = 1

0.2613

0.2155

0.8136

dmax = 2

0.2568

0.2155

0.7542

dmax = 3

0.2576

0.2142

0.7319

dmax = 4

0.2563

0.2139

0.7262

dmax = 5

0.2544

0.2138

0.7253

dmax = 6

0.2546

0.2138

0.7251

dmax = 7

0.2548

0.2138

0.7252

dmax = 8

0.2549

0.2138

0.7253

dmax = 9

0.2550

0.2138

0.7254

Table 7 The recommender coverage of TARS with respect to different values of MTPD, in which the bold ones are those by using the
optimized TARS model
Epinions_1

Epinions_2

Epinions _3

dmax = 1

12.52%

17.92%

4.10%

dmax = 2

74.67%

87.70%

30.80%

dmax = 3

97.84%

98.68%

75.31%

dmax = 4

99.80%

99.85%

95.81%

dmax = 5

99.97%

99.98%

99.45%

dmax = 6

100.00%

100.00%

99.91%

dmax = 7

100.00%

100.00%

99.98%

dmax = 8

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

dmax = 9

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

to similar accuracy and similar coverage of TARS, but it is
computational exponentially more expensive. We therefore
draw the conclusion that LR  is a suitable value of MTPD
for TARS. This verifies the effectiveness of the optimized
TARS model, which is based on the small-world properties
of the trust network.
Note that LR  is only similar to the average trust propagation distance between two randomly selected users of the
trust network, but the experiments show that LR  is a ap-
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Fig. 10 The distribution of the path length between (a) all pairs of nodes of the trust network, and (b) the active users and the recommenders

Table 8 The rating coverage of TARS with respect to different values
of MTPD, in which the bold ones are those by using the optimized
TARS model
Epinions_1

Epinions_2

Epinions _3

dmax = 1

85.41%

91.94%

63.45%

dmax = 2

99.29%

99.70%

96.52%

dmax = 3

99.94%

100.00%

99.83%

dmax = 4

99.98%

100.00%

100.00%

dmax = 5

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

dmax = 6

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

dmax = 7

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

dmax = 8

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

dmax = 9

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

propriate value of MTPD for TARS. This is because it is the
average trust propagation distance between all pairs of users
that LR  is similar to. However, not all users are recommenders. Further analysis on the distribution of the average
path length between the active users and the recommenders,
which is shown in Fig. 10(b), shows that: compared with
the distribution of the average path length between all pairs
of users in the trust network, as shown in Fig. 10(a), the
average path length between the active users and recommenders are much smaller than that between all pairs of
users, and the maximum distance between the active users
and the recommenders are always shorter than that between
all pairs of users. This indicates that compared with the nonrecommenders, the recommenders tend to have shorter distances with the active users. This contributes to the effectiveness of the optimized TARS model by setting LR  as
the value of MTPD for TARS.

5 Conclusions
Using the experimental data extracted from five public released datasets, this work verified the small-worldness of
the trust network. This is achieved by verifying the scalefreeness of the trust network. One basic property of the
scale-free network is that its structure and dynamics are independent of its scale. This ensures the continuous scalefreeness of the scale-free network in dynamics. Since the
scale-free network is one category of the small-world network, by verifying its scale-freeness, this work shows that
the small-worldness of the trust network is independent
of its dynamics. Compared with the conventional smallworld verification method, our explored verification method
greatly decreases the computational efforts: we can verify
the small-worldness of the trust network in dynamics with
only the static data, while we do not need to reexamine the
topology of the trust network when the network changes.
In addition, by verifying the scale-freeness of the trust network, we only need to know the direct trust of each node,
while we do not need to know how the trust propagates in
the trust network. The small-worldness of the trust network
indicates that any two nodes of the trust network could be
connected within limited number of trust propagations, and
the average trust propagation distance is similar to the average path length of this trust network’s corresponding random network, which is easy to calculate since it only relates
to the size and the average degree of the trust network. We
use this property to optimize the conventional trust-aware
recommender system: we use the average path length of the
trust network to approximately act as the value of the maximum trust propagation distance of TARS. The performances
of this optimized TARS model are examined on three large
scale real data. The simulations results clearly show that our
proposed optimized TARS model can achieve the maximum

The small-world trust network

rating prediction accuracy and the maximum rating prediction coverage with the minimum computation complexity.
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